


Widely recognized 
High-performance SUV



FASHION
Trendy exterior
Eye-catching stunning design



Beaming-eye LED headlights

The h-shape front face of the 
vehicle is engineered to be powerful 
and iconic.

The high beams and low beams are embedded into the integrated LED 
headlights, delivering high brightness, long-term durability, and high-lev-
el of safety for night driving.
With 18 LED bulbs in it, the daytime running light comes with a bright 
lighting effect and an elegant design.

Flying-mecha front 
face design



Unique dual screen design
High-performance central console screen with 8-core chipset
10.25-inch multi-functional touchscreen

Glowingdart LED taillights
Stylish design with 66 LED bulbs embedded makes the 
taillights stand out from the crowd.
Special lighting solution brings gorgeous 3D effect. With 
the diamond-style look, the taillights embody the power 
of speed.

Electric hidden door 
handles
Handles present themselves upon walking up to the 
car. Comfort, convenience, serenity and without need-
ing to do anything yourself. That's real luxury.



Flexible large cabin

LARGE
Space full of versatility and possibilities 
accommodating change and adjustment,
prepared for conversion into different functions



All-rounded comfy space

1.8m king-size seat

Super-size openable panoramic sunroof allows for a great view of the stars and sky, bringing broader vision and 
helping improve your overall mood. Those who desire a convertible-style experience can enjoy the open air at 
the touch of a button.
Driver-centric cabin with 6-way adjustable power driver’s seat, second-row ventilation outlets, power tailgate 
that opens and closes electronically (optional), bring you convenient user experience.

Fold down the second-row seats and adjust the 
trunk, to create a versatile and flat space with 
changeable capacity between 341L and 1271L.

Surprising storage space
21 storage compartments + 5 flexible 
storage spaces

A house on the move
Engineered on the all-new GPMA platform, the 
car body has a length of 4410mm/4446mm 
(Standard/R-STYLE version), with its width 
reaching 1850mm, height 1600mm and wheel-
base 2650mm.



POWER
Powerful 
Performance
Faster acceleration
Higher speed
Delivers passionate driving experience



R-STYLE sporty kit
The front grille comes with a unique front bumper design, emphasizing on 
the dynamic and fierce style.
The center-mounted dual-pipe exhaust pushes the vehicle forward with 
power and passion. 
The exhaust sound can spice up the driving passion.
Central grille decoration trim/ pillar decoration board/ decorative trim on 
top/ R-STYLE lettering.

MegaWave POWER (optional)
MegaWave performance SPORT+ race-track mode
Find more fun with the quick-response and high-performance 
mobility style.

A strong sensation 
of acceleration as in EVs
With MegaWave Power, 0-100km/h acceleration requires only 7.5s.
With MegaStar chassis equipped, a reliable, smooth, stable driving & riding 
experience is guaranteed.
The model passed the double lane change test with a speed of 76km/h, 
while boasting a brake distance at 100km/h of only 34.83m. 



FREEDOM
Super low fuel 
Consumption
Enjoy the trips without worrying about the poor gas mileage



Strong & reliable powertrain

One liter fuel 
Can cover 18.3KM/L 

(Engine: 1.5TG, Transmission: 7WDCT, Max Power: 130KW, Max Torque: 270N·m）
The 1.5TG engine reaching the heat e�ciency of 40.48%, together with the 7WDCT transmission, have 
achieved several key technical breakthroughs.



INTELLIGENT
Intelligent cabin design

Connects you to a more enjoyable driving style



Smart cabin
Smooth experience
15W Wireless Phone Charging（Optional）
Phone connection (CarPlay + Android Phone Screen Mirroring)

Smart driving automation (ADAS)
Level 2 advanced driving assistance system 
Ten L2 ADAS features ensure you a safer and easier journey, which include Adaptive 
Cruise Control (ACC), Integrated Cruise Assist (ICA), Automatic Emergency Braking 
(AEB), Forward Collision Warning (FCW), Traffic Sign Recognition System (TSR), Traffic 
Jam Assist (TJA), High Beam Assist (HBA), Lane Keep Assist (LKA), Lane Departure 
Warning (LDW) and Intelligent Speed Limit Control (ISLC).

Surround view camera system
The Surround View System provides a complete 360° view around the entire vehicle. 
Allowing for simple blind spot mitigation, this intelligent camera system delivers a wide 
range of benefits in multiple everyday driving scenarios. 



HIGH SECURITY

Comprehensive 
protection
Guarantees your safety 
no matter where you go



Airbag safety design 
Airbags that meet C-NCAP and C-IASI requirements provide thorough protection for 
passengers under all kinds of collisions.
One-piece airbag curtain can cover larger space in the cabin and comes with the 
extra-long 6-second pressure retention feature, providing more comprehensive protec-
tion.

High-strength car body structure
58.9% of the car body is made of high-strength steel and 17% of it 
hot-formed steel (car passenger cabin), bringing higher safety level.
The unique GAC anti-collision and energy-absorption characteristic 
prevents the cabin from deformation and gives you a reassuring safe 
space.
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Interior color

Lagoon blue

Graphene Grey

Ivory white Starry silver

Moon grey

18-inch wheel hub 
+ 225/55 R18 tyre

19-inch wheel hub 
+ 235/45 R19 tyre (option)

Exterior color

Dimension Wheel

Notes:
1. GAC MOTOR strives to build vehicles to match customer interest and thus they typically are built with popular options and option packages. Not all options or option packages are available separately and some may not be 
available in all regions of the country. Please consult your local GAC MOTOR dealer for more detailed information on available options or option packages, including configurations, service, parts and accessories. 
2. All information presented herein is based on data available at the time of publication and is subject to change without prior notice.
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